Listening: ( … / 8 Ms)
I-) Complete the following table: (1 M)
Sam
Name
Age
……………………
Occupation
……………………
II-) Tick the correct alternative (√): (1 M)
The text is about:
1 - Safety at home
2- Friends’ relationships
3- Family relationships.
III-) Correct the following sentences: (2 Ms)
- Sam has a peaceful relationship with his parents.
…………………………………………………………………………………
- Sam thinks that his parents are tolerant and understanding.
…………………………………………………………………………………
IV-) What do parents think of Sam? Circle the right options: (1 M)
Old-fashioned / Stubborn / Overprotective / Irresponsible.
V-) Complete the following statement with words from the text: (1
M)
Last Saturday Sam had a huge …………………… with his parents because
he
…………………… up late.
VI-) What does the following statement illustrate? Circle the
appropriate option (1 M)*
- agreement
- disagreement
- indifference
Pronunciation:
Listen and circle the letters you don’t hear in some of the
following words: (1 M)
Wrong / write / town / climb / job / doubt

Language: ( … / 12 Ms)
I-) Put the bracketed words in the right form: (4 Ms)
My father is very (support) …………………. He always does the housework
with my mother. They really make a wonderful union together. We are
(happiness) …………………… and easy-going teenagers. They rarely have
(to argue) ……………………. I can say that they almost (seeing)
…………………… eye to eye.
II-) Fill in the blanks with the right alternative from the list below:
(4 Ms)

Pets such as dogs and cats are man’s best friends. However, they may
be as (1)………………… as wild animals. That’s why parents should not
leave their (2)………………… alone at home. They have to (3) …………………
them and
warn them not to get near pets. For dogs or cats may (4) …………………
children and threaten their safety.
(1) danger – dangerous – dangerously
(2) child – childless – children
(3) supervise - supervision – supervisor
(4) beat – biting – bite
III-) Circle the right option: (2 Ms)
French people imagine that Britain is much (the coldest / colder) than
France. They also think that the food is the (worst / worse) on the
planet. However, they believe that British transport is as (more
expensive / expensive) as the French one. In fact, the British system is
(more convenient / the most convenient) than any other system in
the world.
IV-) Reorder the following words to get meaningful sentences: (2
Ms)
as / He / apples / his / eats / many / as / father.
He ……………………………………………………………………………….
Tom / tight / is / whereas / -fisted / Sarah / generous / is.
Tom …………………………………………………………………………….

